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ABSTRACT 
We exhibit an example of a noncommutative B0-algebra without generalized 
topological divisors of zero. This gives an answer to two problems of 7,elazko. 
One of the basic concepts of the theory of Banach algebras is the concept 
of topological divisors of zero. A topological divisor of zero (more precisely a 
right topological divisor of zero) in a Banach algebra A is a nonzero element 
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x ~ A such that there exists a sequence of elements xn ~ A, IlXnll = 1, with 
lira,, _., ~ x n x = 0. By a well-known result of Shilov a complex Banach algebra 
either possesses a topological divisor of zero or is isomorphic to the field of 
complex numbers. An analogous result fails for general ocally convex alge- 
bras, and therefore Zelazko [3] introduced the concept of generalized topo- 
logical divisors of zero. 
A topological algebra A is said to possess generalized top__.ological divisors 
of zero if there are sets S 1, S z c A such that 0 ~ S 1, 0 ¢~ S 2 but 0 E S IS  2. 
This is equivalent to the condition that there exists a neighborhood U of zero 
such that 0 ~ ( A \ U)2. 
In [4] it was proved that a complex m-convex algebra either possesses 
generalized topological divisors of zero or is isomorphic to the field of 
complex numbers and conjectured that this is also true for an arbitrary 
topological algebra. This conjecture was disproved in [1], where a commuta- 
tive B0-algebra possessing no generalized topological divisors of zero was 
constructed. 
A B0-algebra is a completely metrizable locally convex algebra. The 
topology of a B0-algebra can be given by means of a sequence of seminorms 
I1" I1~, n = 1, 2 . . . .  satisfying 
Ilxlll ~ Ilxl12 ~ "'" (x ~ A) (1) 
and 
Ilxylln ~ Ilxll,÷l" Itylln+~ (2) 
for all x, y ~ A and n = 1, 2 . . . . .  
It is easy to see (cf. [5]) that a B0-algebra A does not possess generalized 
topological divisors of zero if and only if its topology can be given by a 
sequence of seminorms I1" [In, n = 1, 2 . . . . .  satisfying (1), (2) and, for some 
positive constants cn, 
I l x l l , * ' l l y l ln~Cnl lXy l l ,~÷l  (X ,N~A,  n=1,2  . . . .  ). (3) 
In this paper we construct a complex noncommutative B0-algebra without 
generalized topological divisors of zero. This gives a positive answer to 
Problem 1 of [5]. 
The constructed algebra A has also the property that, for all nets (x~), 
(y~) of elements of A, 
x,~y,, ~ 0 ** y~x~ ~ O. (4) 
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For Banaeh algebras this is equivalent to the condition 
Ilxyll ~ kllyxll (x, y ~ A) 
for some positive constant k. By a result of Le Page [2] such an algebra is 
necessarily commutative. By using a similar argument it is possible to show 
that an m-convex algebra satisfies (4) if and only if it is commutative; cf. [5]. 
The present example shows that for B0-algebras the condition (4) does 
not imply commutativity. This gives a negative answer to Problem 2 of [5]. 
Let A be the algebra of all polynomials in two noncommuting variables 
x 1, x 2. If p ~ A, then p can be written as p = E~=0pk, where n = deg p 
and the pk's are homogeneous polynomials of degree k. 
For a homogeneous polynomial 
Pk = 
2 
E Cil,...,ikXi 1 "'" Xik 
i~ . . . . .  i k= l  
with complex coefficients c~ ...... ik, we denote by 
2 
IlPkll = ~ I% ..... ,,I. 
i l , . . . , i k= l  
LEMMA 1. Let {akin= 0 be a sequence of  positive numbers, 1 < a o < a 1 
< a 2 < ... .  Then there exists a sequence {/3k}~=0, 1 </30 </31 < "", such 
that/3k > a2k (k = 1, 2 . . . .  ) and 
) /3kll( Pq)k II > a, II pill ajllqjll 
k=0 i j 
(5) 
for  all polynomials p, q ~ A. 
Proof. Set /30 = 2 t~0 z, and define inductively 
flk = max(a2k,2zk+la~(2ct~ + kflk2-1) 2) (k = 1,2 . . . .  ). 
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( 1)( e p l,degq 
#~ll(pq)kll > 1 + 2" i__~0 aillP'll) = (6) 
for all polynomials p, q ~ A with deg p + deg q = n and Ea~g0Pllp~ll = 1 = 
~jdeg q =0 Ilqjll. This will clearly imply (5). 
Suppose (6) is true for all polynomials p, q ~ A with deg p + deg q < n 
and 
deg p deg q 
IIp, II = 1 = ~ Ilqjll. 
i=0 j=0 
This implies that (6) is true for all polynomials p, q ~ A with deg p + deg q 
~rt.  
Let p = Eli=oPi, q = Em_oa~_ -J be ~o°lvn°mials-- where l = deg p, m = 
deg q, l + m = n + 1 and ~=011 p~ll = 1 -- Ejm011qjll. Set 
8 
' ~ (n+~)#. ]  2 n+ [2a,+ 1 + 
We distinguish three cases: 
E l -  1 (1) Let Ilplll < e. Denote by/3 = i=oPi. Then 
and 
( pq)k = (/3q)k (k</ -1 )  
( Pq)k = ( /3q)k + Ptqk-z (k  > 1), 
so that 
I1(/3q)kll ~ I1( pq)kll  + II p~ll" Ilqk_gll ~ I1( pq)kll  + e (k  = 0, 1 . . . . .  n ) .  
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Further 
( 1,,zl )(m ) 
13kH(t3q)k[[> 1 + ~-2)/i=)--'~o0/,llpill 12=o0/jllqjll 
k=0 j 
by the induction assumption. Thus we have 
n+l  
I2 P~II( pq)kll >-- ~ P~[II( ~q)~ll - 6] 
k=0 k=0 
( ~n)(/-1 )( ~'~. ) >__ 1 + ~ 0/~11 p,II 0/jllqjll - 6 /3 k 
i=o j=o k=0 
()()(~oO~ 41 ~ 0/ill Pi > 1 + 2" i=o j 
( ) (~o) 1 0/zllptll %llqjll 6(n ÷ 1)/3,, - 1+2.  j= 
1 l m >(1~)(~, p)(j~qj 
+ m _ 
2n+l  20/L16-  6(n + 1)~n 
( ÷)(~ )(~ ) >_ 1 + 0/,[lp, II @lqjll • 
i j=  
(2) I f  Ilqmll < 6, then we can get (6) analogously. 
(3) Suppose II pill ~> 6, Itqmll >-- 6. Then 
n+l  
/3dl(pq)kll >-- ~n+ll l(Pq)n+ll l  >--- ~[~n+162 
k=0 
( 1)( )( ) 
~___ 20/2+1 ~___ 1 + ~ 12 0/,llp, II ~ %llqjll • 
~=o j=o 
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Thus we have proved (6) for all polynomials p, q E A with ~=011p, II = 
E~j=011qjll = 1 and hence (5). • 
THEOREM 2. There exists a noncommutative Bo-algebra without general- 
ized topological divisors of zero. 
Proof. Consider the algebra A from the previous lemma. Set oq, k = 1 
(k = 0, 1 . . . .  ), and find positive numbers t~,, k (n = 2, 3 . . . . .  k = 0, 1 . . . .  ) 
inductively on n such that 1 < t~,, 0 < ~,,x < "" ,  an+l,k > an,~k, and 
E ~,+l.kll(Pq)kll >--- a~.,llp, a~.j 
k=0 i j 
for all polynomials p, q E A and for n = 1, 2 . . . . .  Define seminorms II" I1, 
on A(n  = 1,2 . . . .  )by  
oo 
Ilpll, = ~ a,,,t[ p, Jt (pEA) .  
i=0  
Then we have 
Ilpqll~+~ ~ Ilpll~" Ilqll~ 
Further, for i < j ,  we have 
and thus 
(p ,q  EA) .  
Oln+ l, iOln+ l, j ~--- Oln+ l, j ~-~ Oln,2j ~ Oln,i+ j
Ilpqlln ~ Ilplln+l"llqlln+l (p ,q  ~A) .  
Thus the completion of A with the topology given by the seminorms I1" IIn is 
a B0-algebra without generalized topological divisors of zero. 
THEOREM 3. There exists a noncommutative Bo-algebra C such that 
x~ y~ ~ 0 if and only if y~ x~ ~ 0 for all pairs of nets ( x~), (y~) of elements 
oft. 
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Proof. Let C be the algebra from the previous example. Suppose 
(x~) , (y~)  are nets of elements of C and x~y,  ~ O. Then, for n = 1,2 . . . . .  
we have 
hence y~ x~ ~ 0. • 
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